
UNDERSTANDING YOUR BATTERY 
 

Batteries can fulfill two distinct functions on a solar system. They can save us money by powering 
our homes until being completely depleted before any power is drawn from the grid power and 
thereby saving us money or they can be left fully charged in reserve for when there is load 
shedding. 
 

The two needs are directly opposed to one another as when we completely drain all the power from 
our batteries we have none left in reserve for load shedding and if they are always left in reserve it 
greatly diminishes our electrical savings.  
 

These needs will also always be changing depending on the status of the Eskom power grid. 
 

SOLAX offers us three options to meet our changing needs Self Use, Backup Mode, Forcetime 
Charge and the caveat option of a minimum grid-tie limit. 
 

M Solar Power by default configures the middle of the road option on commissioning your system 
leaving 20% of available battery power in reserve and the balance for daily use for money saving. 
 

Any battery changes made are the client’s responsibility. Please reach out for help if you need 
assistance. 
 

BATTERY BASICS 
 
Your battery is 90% usable and when your battery capacity 
reaches 10% it has no more usable power. 
 

The factory default level is set to 10%. Do not adjust this 
setting or any other settings here. If you increase the 
percentage you are telling your inverter to stop using power 
at the increased %. 
 

In the example on the right below the inverter will shut down 
when and switch off when it reaches once the battery is 
drained to 30%. 
 
 



BATTERY OPTIONS 
 
SELF USE 
 
In this mode, all available battery power will be drawn down to 10% before power is drawn from the grid. 
The batteries will only be charged by excess solar power over and above your home’s power usage. 
 
BACKUP MODE 
 
No battery power will be used unless there is load shedding. All available solar power will be used to 
charge the battery before supplying the excess power to your home or the grid. 
 
For a how-to video if you would like to adjust your settings please view https://youtu.be/piMFBlZXUfc  
 
FORCED TIME CHARGE 
 
In this mode, you can charge your batteries from the grid 
 
For a how-to video if you would like to adjust your settings please view https://youtu.be/bcr0rPCZ2MY 
 
MINIMUM GRID TIE LIMIT 
 
This option provides a middle of the road recommended option. It allows for the battery to be daily cycled 
to the selected percentage and while the grid is on ie no load shedding this is the minimum percentage 
that your battery will drain while your inverter is grid-tied. 
 
When your inverter is no longer grid-tied ie there is load shedding this reserve power will be available for 
use. 
 
Your inverter will be set by default to 30% Minimum Grid-Tie Capacity to leave you 20% of your battery 
power in the event of load shedding or unexpected power failure. 
 
For a how-to video if you would like to adjust your settings please view https://youtu.be/sf9pEZL4S74. 
 
In the two examples below 20% and 70% of battery power is held in reserve respectively. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://youtu.be/sf9pEZL4S74


BACKUP MODE (EPS) 
 
When grid power is lost there will be a brief break 
in power while your inverter engages emergency 
power supply (EPS) mode. 
 
Only the dedicated backup circuit items will have 
power during this mode. 
 
During this time there will be a load limit based on 
the inverter size and battery. 
 
 
 
 

 
INVERTER OVERLOAD 
 

If power use exceeds the inverter capacity it will 
automatically shut down to avoid damage. 
 
I will try and restart 3 times and if the high load is 
still there it will shut down. 
 
For this fault first turn off high load appliances then 
press the ‘esc’ key on the left. 
 
This will restart the inverter and power will resume. 
If the overload fault appears again turn off all items 
on your DB board, restart your inverter and bring 
back one circuit breaker at a time. 
 

For more please watch this video https://youtu.be/wH8Xy6TVOyk 
 

Solax X1 Hybrid User Manual Linked Here 

Solax X3 Hybrid User Manual Linked Here 

 

https://msolarpower.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SOLAX-X1-HYBRID-USER-MANUAL.pdf
https://msolarpower.co.za/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/SOLAX-X3-HYBRID-USER-MANUAL.pdf

